ACROSS
7&8 Boris needs time off due to penetrative lay! (9,5)
8...see 7
10 Dick is sacred! (8)
11 Parson uses PPE (6)
12 Dodgy Romanian consumed Greek kebab (4)
13 Criminal offered Nationalist leadership (8)
15 “Boris will soon be using penis” – Associated Press (7)
17 Piers’s attitude: gets coin for part of morning (7)
20 A tablet’s to be announced (8)
22 Get a test after topless sex with a male! (4)
25&19 Fibs generated about “Johnson not on the bottle” (6,7)
26 Tice in a bid for Diane Abbott? (8)
27 Crude attempt to be treated successfully? (5)
28 Democrat leader bans Tony for standing in the wings (2,5-2)

DOWN
1 Baby Brian? (5)
2 Yes! Jeers for tax haven! (6)
3 Disinfectant? Do it neat! (8)
4 Congratulations to Boris and Carrie – a bit of soy! (3,1,3)
5 ‘Ripping a new one’ leaves no attire! (4,4)
6 Religious ‘angel’ into vice! (9)
9 50% of ‘chalfonts’ are internal (4)
14 Microbe? I find trace up bum! (9)
16 He rubs tip of penis on teats – there’s a lot of this on Going Postal! (3,5)
18 It’s overcast – don’t make a drama! (8)
19 ...see 25
21 & 24 On Sky, she’s bright. Bye! (4)
23 Gina challenges General Election result - I’m too old for this! (6)
24 ...see 21
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Across
1 Crusades  5 Behalf  9 Yale lock  10 Martyr  12 Overwhelm  13 Lydda  14 Ache  16 Rotator  
19 England  21 Obey  24 Apoop  25 Palestine  27 George  28 And Saint  29 Mayhem  30 Poolside

Down
1 Cry God  2 Uglier  3 Allow  4 Excrete  6 Epaulette  7 Antidote  8 For Harry  11 Emir  15 
Champagne  17 Ee bah gum  18 Agronomy  20 Dupe  21 Orlando  22 Bikini  23 Leftie  26 Sisal